
Multi-city Working Group 
March 26, 2018

RICAPS technical assistance is available through the San Mateo County Energy Watch program, which is 
funded by California utility customers, administered by Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) under 
the auspices of the California Public Utilities Commission and with matching funds provided by C/CAG. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Thanks for joining + happy new year  -Goal of meeting -Logistics: attendees are muted and can post questions throughout in the chat box 



Agenda
Introductions + Earth Day Announcement                                                              1:30 – 1:35 

Shared Messaging and Enhanced Engagement on Social Media        1:35 – 2:15
• Katie Nelson, Mountain View Police Department 

Resident-Centric Energy Efficiency Options & Messaging                   2:15-2:30
• James Tuleya, Home Energy Analytics 

Electrification Measure Updates 2:30 – 2:35
• Ben Butterworth, DNV GL 

Commute Programs + Resources  2:35 – 2:55
• Mary Thomasmeyer, Commute.org 
• Kim Comstock, Commute.org 

Building Energy and Water Transparency Ordinance Workshop 2:55 – 2:58
• Adrienne Etherton, Brisbane 

RICAPS wrap up & next steps                                                                         2:58 – 3:00

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Agenda 



Poll question 



Shared Messaging and 
Enhanced Engagement on Social 

Media
Katie Nelson

Mountain View Police Department
@katienelson210

katie.nelson@mountainview.gov

mailto:katie.nelson@mountainview.gov


Why Your Story is Important

• Social media is the language. 
• Each platform has its own dialect. 

• Fluency in both matters.



Speaking to your audience

• How you connect with each subset of your community – and how you 
educate them – will depend greatly on which platform they prefer to 
use. 



Your Connection to Your Community

• Your ability to truly connect on a granular level with your community 
should not be based on what you are comfortable with, but what 
your community prefers. 



Social Media as a Strategy

• Social media managers are quickly going to become the equivalent of 
digital risk managers. 

• They correct and clarify misperceptions and misconceptions about your 
program.



Social Media as a Storyteller

• Social media has leveled the playing field for storytelling between 
agencies and entities and news organizations. This is your chance to 
take control of your narrative. 



Enhanced Engagement

• Think “customer service.” Your agency’s accessibility and how you use 
social media to explain what you do begins to connect people in ways 
you never could before. 



Enhanced Engagement



Enhanced Engagement



Enhanced Engagement



Enhanced Engagement



Review

• To connect and to engage is to create a culture of transparency. 
• A culture of transparency creates trust. 

• Trust also creates understanding and heightened awareness of the work your 
organization does.



Resident-Centric Energy Efficiency 
Options and Messaging

1. HomeIntel program overview
2. EE messages that work
3. Program options for residents – How to keep it simple

Topics

Community Programs Director & Energy Coach, Home Energy Analytics
(415) 298-2597       JamesT@hea.com       hea.com/SMC

James Tuleya

March 26, 2019



exists in more and more homes.

True Waste

Over the past few decades,
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“Miscellaneous [“stuff”] 
accounts for 86% of 2013-2026 
residential energy growth.”

CA Energy Commission
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gorin, T. (2015, June 18). Plug Loads in the Residential and Commercial Forecasts. Retrieved from http://docketpublic.energy.ca.gov/PublicDocuments/15-IEPR-05/TN205066_20150618T095153_Plug_Loads_in_the_Residential_and_Commercial_Forecasts.pptx



What’s measured improves.

Peter Drucker & Andy Grove
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Andy Grove: “You can’t manage what you don’t measure”



Energy Efficiency v2.0

Online Smart Audit to find & reduce waste
• Actionable without onsite hardware or visit
• Ongoing energy management system
• Addresses ALL energy use – electricity & gas
• Uniquely supports Electrification initiatives

(e.g. climate-comfort.com for PCE)

“Pay for Performance” makes it No Cost

Over 10,000 
homes analyzed

13% 
Energy 
Savings
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We Break Down Costs & Explain Them
Expert Software “Mines” Smart Meter Data for Insights



HomeIntel Helps Residents Become 
Energy Smart

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3

Understand Usage
Investigate & Prioritize

Waste Areas Take Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our customers follow a 3-step process to solve their energy problems: First they need to understand their usage, then they need to investigate where it’s out of whack, and finally they take action. We use their smart meter data to start the process.



Example Fixes:
• Install smart strips and timers
• Adjust existing timers and unplug unused equipment
• Modify appliance, lighting and electronics behavior after see and understand costs
• Sleuth out power hungry devices

Poor heating/cooling efficiency homes ref. to BayREN Home+

Email, phone, in-home support from a HomeIntel Energy Coach
available to clients who want it to accelerate savings

Easy, Low-cost Fixes Total Big Savings
Also Clarifies Good Fit for Other Programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sleuth out power hungry devices:  small fridges, radiant heat floors, whole home lighting systems, clear ice machines, instant hot water dispensers, pool pumps, recirculation pumps… and the list goes on.



HomeIntel Also a Foundation
for Home Electrification

HomeIntel clarifies the gas usage and costs for space heating and regular daily use –
mostly water heating, allowing for data-based planning and decision-making for 
“fuel-switching” to high-efficiency electric heat pump HVAC and water heaters.



Home Energy Use 
is Complex

Energy Efficiency Messaging Challenge 



Every Family is Different



Home Energy is Used in Many Ways

building stuff behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Your Home - including everything built-in, such as insulation, central A/C, heating, ducts, windows, etc. Most of these things cost a lot of money to change.2. Your Stuff - including everything you plug in such as dishwashers, refrigerators, entertainment systems, computers, lights, fans, electronics, washing machines, dryers, ovens, etc. If you check around you'll probably have a lot more stuff plugged in than you realize. And most -- but not all -- of the plugged-in stuff is using power, even when turned off.  Some of these things are expensive to change... but many are not!3. Your Behavior - including how you use your home and your stuff. Do you program the A/C to be off while you're gone, or do you sometimes have the A/C on when windows are open? Do you turn off lights, or leave them on in unoccupied rooms? Do you have a smart strip on your entertainment system? How you use your home and stuff can make a big difference in how much energy you're using.



Every 
Home is 
Unique $1927/year

$1,924/year
Energy Focus: 

Building

Energy Focus:
Stuff

No “typical” 
home exists

Example: 
same bill, 
but different 
use profiles



Reduce the Complexity to Get Results

Residential EE Messaging & Communications
Keep it Simple.     Keep it Focused.

- U.S. Dept. of Energy



Simple, Resident-Centric Messages Work
“Sell” Bundles of 3-4 Services to Increase Perceived Value*

Take Control

Save Energy

Reduce Waste

Customized

Save Money

Accurate Reliable Plan Ahead

AffordableComfort

Help Available

No Lifestyle Change

Fight Climate ChangeEasy

Green boxes are Energy/Cost benefits/services and blue boxes are Non-Energy Benefits (NEBs).
* Skumatz, Lisa A. 2014, “Marketing Energy Efficiency: What I Learned from Betty White”, Proceedings of the 2014 ACEEE Summer Study in Energy Efficiency in Buildings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Green boxes are Energy/Cost benefits/services and blue boxes are Non-Energy Benefits (NEBs).My Hierarchy of what I’ve seen work.Different target audiences will respond to different bundles – figure out what important to the target resident/customer.  Keep bundles simple.“- The decision-making is complex, and they do it in their heads, taking account of many factors.- These decisions must be driven by perception of the value of the bundle of features, as they cannot have firsthand knowledge of all the elements (or perhaps even many of them).- They do not look only at energy savings.- One very strong indicator of the services they value from the equipment is non-energy benefits (NEBs). 



Resident-Centric Messages Motivate
• Sell what they want, not what you want to sell

• Make a connection – info about program details is not motivating
• Market on their values, motivations and barriers, not on your values

• Selling is your goal. Listen and leverage. Don’t lecture.

• Use real-life examples – satisfied customers help a lot

• Trusted messengers increase response

• Catchy messages are effective – not just data or “facts”
Ref:  Skumatz, Lisa A. 2014, “Marketing Energy Efficiency: What I Learned from Betty White”, Proceedings of the 2014 ACEEE Summer Study in Energy Efficiency in Buildings



HomeIntel Example



Scope-Limited Design (e.g. Home+) Resident-Centric (e.g. HomeIntel)
By program elements and/or target homes Customized to resident
Traditional EE programs

• Prescriptive
• Rebates
• Giveaways

New EE programs per CA Legislation, CPUC
• Technology, Smart-meter data enabled
• Behavioral
• “Pay for Performance”

Poor-fit residents may get frustrated Some too general, limiting practical action
Resident data used for target marketing Data used to make resident Energy Smart
Scalability limited:  TRC<1, limited scope Scales:  TRC>1, value for most residents

Program Design Also Helps Simplify 
Understanding Designs Helps Guide Residents

Most programs have value, but how to avoid confusion?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not purely one or the other (e.g. Home+ and HomeIntel have elements of other design type)TRC = Total Resource Cost, a CPUC metric for program cost-effectivenessTRC<1 means budget constrained.  TRC>1 can grow budget over time, since program returns more in value than it costs.Too general for significant practical action:  PG&E other program says, “Your home uses more energy than similar homes.”  Resident doesn’t know where to focus/start.



Keep it Focused. Just Get Them Started.
• Strongest predictor of action is if already taken action
• Start with any:  HomeIntel, Home+ or Check It Out Kit
• Ask:  Do you already have any EE project(s) in mind?

Understand Usage Investigate Waste Areas Take ActionPrioritize & Plan

Consider Customer Journey – Start Where Most Comfortable, Then Build

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be aware of some eligibility limitations for programs:  e.g. HomeIntel limitations for Solar PV, <12 months of data; Home+ limits to homes built in 2001 or earlier, must use participating contractor.HEA is currently working with BayREN’s Home+ team to draft a simple intro handout to get customers started – overview of each program, plus OOS programs, PCE programs.Starting somewhere, particularly if they take an action and see the real savings -- Increases perception (understanding) of real valueAll programs can be used and can complement each other.   Arguably, best starting place is HomeIntel, unless Resident just wants someone to tell them what to do.Some programs are better for different waypoints on a customer journey.   - HomeIntel best for Resident to Understand, good at others.  - BayREN Home+ focuses on Planning and Action;  not so much for Residents to Understand; best if already have covered project in mind and want to plan and prepare for it and get rebates.  - Check It Out Kit is good for Understanding, Investigating and Taking Action (limited scope)



It works.  It’s free.  It’s easy.

HEA is pleased to partner with you on outreach to help 
more residents to find energy waste & lower their bills!

say

Community Programs Director & Energy Coach, Home Energy Analytics
(415) 298-2597 JamesT@hea.com

James Tuleya



QUESTIONS?



Diagnose / 
Analyze

Treat / 
Change

Monitor / 
Engage

Adapt / 
Reinforce

HomeIntel Process Drives Savings
1. Smart meter data analysis 
creates home energy profile 
for all energy use – systems 
& plug loads, electric & gas 

2. Smart Audit online 
software creates customized 
energy reduction plan that 
points to priority savings 
opportunities

4. Regular updates to smart 
meter data with consultation 

continuously revises custom 
energy savings plan 

3. Automatic progress 
updates, helpful content, 

reminders & energy coaching 
provide ongoing savings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HomeIntel Provides a Holistic and Adaptive Service for All Residents to Understand, Manage and Save Energy



Categories: Accurate & Useful
Energy Used … Category

… continuously, even when you are away. Refrigerators, 
electronics on standby, lights always on, clocks, aquariums, recirc pumps, etc.

Always On / Idle
(Electricity or natural gas)

… to keep you warm. Furnace, electric heaters, space heaters, radiant 
heating, electric blankets, other devices with a thermostat.

Heating
(Electricity or natural gas)

… to keep you cool. Air conditioners, heat pump, swamp coolers, ceiling 
or other fans, other devices with a thermostat.

Cooling
(Electricity only)

… throughout the day. Lighting, computers, TV, stove, washing 
machine, dryer, iron, dishwasher, other miscellaneous appliances.

Variable
(Electricity or natural gas)

… at the same time every day. Pool & spa pumps, outdoor lighting, 
routine daily habits that follow a consistent schedule.

Recurring
(Electricity only)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy Summary Categorization Enables Accuracy, Usefulness & Automation… continuously, even when you are away from home. The fastest growing category of home energy use. … to keep you warm. Tracks outdoor temperature; when it’s colder, you use more. … to keep you cool. Tracks outdoor temperature; when it’s warmer, you use more. … throughout the day. … at the same time every day. 



“huh?”:  Forgotten

Pool pump timer 
disabled, so pump 
was running 24/7.

$8,000/year

2 electric resistance 
baseboard heaters always 
on in unoccupied space

$2,500/year

Fan set up in crawl space after 
flood damage forgotten; left 
running for over a year.

$200/year

Fan setting on thermostat 
changed from “auto” to 
“on”; left running for over 
a year.

$300/year
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“really?”:  Surprisingly Inefficient

Outdoor lighting with 
over 20 bulbs (300w). 
Halogen bulbs.

$700/year

Continuous hot water 
recirc pump ($400 for gas, 
$400 for electricity)

$800/year

Heated towel rack using 120 
watts running continuously.

$400/year

20+ year old fridge with 4 bottles 
of beer plus two dorm fridges 
with bottled water in each.

$1,500/year
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“leaks!”:  Getting Nothing

Two “Instahot” hot water 
dispensers (250W each). 
Rarely used.

$1,500/year

Whole-house audio 
amplifier plugged in but 
unused for years.

$700/year

Electrically heated bathroom 
floor on when “off” (200W). 
Had to turn off breaker.

$600/year

Charging an EV at peak times 
versus middle of the night.

$0.47 vs. $0.13

5



Very 
High 

Energy

High 
Base

All 3 below are Very Low Energy. Still high variation in profiles.
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RICAPS Electrification Measures: Progress Update

1

Ben Butterworth



DNV GL ©

Electrification Measures

 Working with PCE + OOS to develop electrification 
measures

– Goal: Support cities in reducing GHG emissions 
through the development of electrification 
measures that cities can use to 
evaluate/compare electrification strategies

– Electrification measures to be integrated into 
existing RICAPS Menu of Measures

2

 Timeline: 

– January: Select Measures

– March: Complete draft calculations

– April: Integrate measures into RICAPS Menu of 
Measures



DNV GL ©

Electrification Measures: Buildings

3

Measure Measure Description
Electrify municipal buildings and 
facilities

Evaluate municipal buildings and facilities to determine projects where electrification is 
feasible. Retrofit these facilities to be all-electric, including electric heating, cooling and 
water heating. 

Establish all-electric new 
construction policy

Update building code to mandate that residential and commercial new construction and 
major remodels be built to an all-electric standard, including electric heating, cooling 
and water heating. 

Incentivize electric panel upgrades 
to accommodate all-electric 
technologies 

Leverage incentives provided by PCE to encourage residents and businesses to upgrade 
electric panels in order to accommodate all-electric technologies including solar PV, 
battery storage, air source heat pumps, heat pump water heaters, electric dryers and 
electric stoves.

Promote opportunities for microgrid 
demonstration projects

Work with stakeholders, such as local healthcare facilities or other critical facilities, to 
identify a potential site for a microgrid demonstration project. Provide education and 
outreach to these stakeholders on the multiple benefits of developing a microgrid 
including reliability, cleaner energy and cost savings.

Encourage pairing battery storage 
systems with all solar PV systems

Provide education and outreach to stakeholders, including businesses, residents and 
contractors, on the benefits of pairing battery storage with solar PV systems.



DNV GL ©

Electrification Measures: Transportation

4

Measure Measure Description
Establish electric municipal fleet 
policy

Establish policy requiring the prioritization of electric vehicles (electric or plug-in hybrid 
electric).

Expand EV charging infrastructure 
through incentives and partnerships

Leverage incentives from PCE and to expand charging infrastructure in public properties, 
multi-unit dwellings and workplaces. 

Establish commercial and 
residential EV charging 
infrastructure policy

Update residential and commercial building code to increase the mandated percentage 
of parking spaces designed to accommodate the future installation of electric vehicle 
charging equipment and also increase the mandated percentage of parking spaces 
devoted to clean air vehicles (EVs, PHEVs, carpools). 

Enhance infrastructure to promote 
electric bikes and scooters

Modify existing city infrastructure to accommodate electric bikes and scooters that 
provide last-mile solutions to residents and commuters. Infrastructure enhancements 
include painting sidewalks and curbs to indicate dedicated electric bike/scooter parking 
and converting parking spaces to accommodate electric bike/scooter parking. 

Develop policies that encourage 
adoption of EV TNCs

Develop policies, such as a revenue neutral fee that only applies to ICE TNCs, to 
encourage the use of EV TNCs in the community. Utilize funds generated by fees on ICE 
TNC rides to provide discounts on EV TNC rides. Provide designated drop-off locations 
and charging locations for EV TNCs to facilitate EV adoption. 



DNV GL ©

SAFER, SMARTER, GREENER

www.dnvgl.com

The trademarks DNV GL®, DNV®, the Horizon Graphic and Det Norske Veritas®

are the properties of companies in the Det Norske Veritas group. All rights reserved.

Questions? 
Benjamin.Butterworth@dnvgl.com
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Programs 
+ 

Resources



Agenda

STAR

Carpool

Guaranteed Ride Home

Commuter Challenge

Bike to Work Day



Employer/City & Commuter Resource

Employer/City

• Network for employees only

• Unique URL for company

• Overall Employer/City Impact 
(CO2, $, Miles, Calories)

• Detailed commute activity report

• Ability to add rewards to 
network only

Commuter

• Trip Planning Assistance

• Carpool & Vanpool matching

• Track commute trips

• Personal Stats (CO2, $, Miles, 
Calories)

• Commute Rewards





Carpool 2.0 Resources



Commute Insurance

• All commuters coming to San Mateo 
County for work or college eligible

• Up to $60 per trip, 4x a year

• Any mode accepted for GRH trip

• Reimbursement vs. voucher



Guaranteed Ride Home Resources





Commuter Challenge Resources



Bike to Work Day Resources



Get Connected 

Facebook/commute.org
Twitter/@SMCountycommute
Instagram/smcountycommute 
#YourCommuteCounts
#CommuteSTAR



Thank you

Kim Comstock
Commuter Programs Manager
kim@commute.org

Mary Thomasmeyer
Commuter Programs Specialist
mary@commute.org

Facebook/commute.org

Twitter/@SMCountycommute

Instagram/smcountycommute 

#YourCommuteCounts

#CommuteSTAR

mailto:kim@commute.org
mailto:Mary@commute.org


Brisbane Benchmarking Ordinance Workshop

Tuesday April 9, 2019 1:00 – 2:30 PM 

Mission Blue Center, Brisbane

Target audience: Commercial building owners, building efficiency 
contractors & other impacted stakeholders

Register: brisbaneca.org/events/benchmarking-workshop1

Contact: Adrienne Etherton aetherton@brisbaneca.org

Funded by a Grant from the Bay Area Air Quality Management District



Wrap Up & Next Steps



THANK YOU!
Questions? 

Rachael Londer, rlonder@smcgov.org
Caitlin Clark, cmclark@smcgov.org

mailto:rlonder@smcgov.org
mailto:cmclark@smcgov.org
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